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Abstract. A new distinguishing attack on HMAC and NMAC based
on a dedicated compression function framework H, proposed in Chi-
naCrypt2008, is first presented in this paper, which distinguish the HMAC/NMAC-
H from HMAC/NMAC with a random function. The attack needs 217

chosen messages and 223 queries, with a success rate of 0.873. Further-
more, according to distinguishing attack on SPMAC-H, a key recovery
attack on the SPMAC-H is present, which recover all 256-bit key with 217

chosen messages, 219 queries, and (t+1)×8 times decrypting algorithms.
Keywords: distinguishing attacks, the block-collisions property, a ded-
icated compression function framework, HMAC, NMAC.

1 Introduction

Message Authentication Code (MAC) is a kind of fixed-length information used
to ensure data integrity and authenticity. A MAC algorithm takes a secret key
and a message of arbitrary length as input, and the output is a short digest.
HMAC and NMAC are hash-based message authentication codes proposed by
Bellare et al.[1]. NMAC is the theoretical foundation of HMAC, and HMAC has
been implemented in widely-used protocols including SSL/TLS, SSH and IPsec.
The securities of NMAC and HMAC has been carefully analyzed in[1,2,3]. It is
proved that NMAC is a pseudo-random function family (PRF) assuming that
the compression function of the keyed hash function in it be a PRF[3]. The
security of HMAC is based on the security of NMAC, assume that both the
compression function of the keyed hash function and the key derivation function
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in HMAC is a PRF, HMAC is also proved a PRF[1,3]. However, if the underlying
hash function is weak, the above proofs may not work[4]. How to estimate the
security of a hash function? Recently, NIST proposed the security requirements
of hash functions[8], the details are as follows:

1. It may be provided in a wide variety of cryptographic applications, including
digital signatures, key derivation, hash-based message authentication codes,
deterministic random bit generators, and additional applications that may
be brought up by NIST or by the public during the evaluation process.

2. It can support HMAC, PRF, and Randomized Hashing.
3. The hash algorithm of message digest size n to meet the following security

requirements at a minimum.
• Collision resistance of approximately n/2 bits,
• Preimage resistance of approximately n bits,
• Second-preimage resistance of approximately n-k bits for any message
shorter than 2k bits,
• Resistance to length-extension attacks, and
• Any m-bit hash function specified by taking a fixed subset of the candidate
function’s output bits is expected to meet the above requirements with m
replacing n.
Additionally, increasing the second preimage resistance property and resis-
tance against other attacks, such as multicollision attacks.

4. Evaluations relating to attack resistance.

In ChinaCrypt2008, a new dedicated compression function framework (i.e.
hash function H) and two improvement schemes for MD construction were
proposed[7]. The authors asserted that their hash function H was secure, be-
cause two schemes had the properties of pseudo collision resistant which could
withstand some attacks used the weakness of MD constructions. But they hadn’t
thought of the HMAC/NMAC based on their hash function H, which is NIST’s
requirement criterion 2 above.

In this paper, we cryptanalyse the SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC-H, and first present
novel distinguishing attacks on them, which result in forgery attacks directly.
Furthermore, our distinguishing attack on SPMAC-H can be applied to recover
its secret key.

There are three types of the attacks on HMAC/NMAC, namely, distinguishing
attacks, existential forgery attacks and universal forgery attacks. Distinguish-
ing attacks can be divided into distinguishing-R and distinguishing-H attacks[6].
Distinguishing-R attack distinguishes a HMAC/NMAC from a random function,
and distinguishing-H attack differentiates an instantiated HMAC/NMAC con-
structed by an underlying hash function or block cipher from a HMAC/NMAC
constructed by a random function. In 1995, Preneel et al.[9] introduced a general
distinguishing-R attack on all iterated MACs by the birthday paradox, requiring
about 2

n
2 messages with a success rate of 0.63, where n is the length of the hash

output. This distinguishing-R attack can be converted into a general forgery at-
tack immediately. In 2006, Kim et al.[6] presented two kinds of distinguishers-H



attack on the HMAC structure, the differential distinguisher and the rectan-
gle distinguisher, and used them to analyze the security of HMAC based on
HAVAL, MD4, MD5, SHA-0 and SHA-1. In 2009, Wang et al.[10,11,12,5]gave
new distinguishing attacks on MAC/HMAC/NMAC, which detect an inner near-
collision with differential paths of the cryptographic primitive embedded in
a MAC/HMAC/NMAC. Using these distinguishing attacks, forgery attacks,
second-preimage attacks, and recovery partial keys attacks might be done. All
of these attacks with birthday attack complexity. This paper focuses on the
distinguishing-H attack. For simplicity, we call it as distinguishing attack.

Inspired by Wang et al.works, new techniques to identify the underlying cryp-
tographic primitive of HMAC/NMAC were proposed in this paper, which sepa-
rate the output of the HMAC/NMAC into j block, and adopt segmenting tech-
niques to detect j block-collisions, named the block-collisions property in this
paper, with specific differential paths or not. The data complexity and com-
putation complexity are far less than inner collision, pseudo-collisions, or near-
collisions.

Using our techniques, new distinguishing attacks on SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC-
H are first shown, which regard the block-collisions property as the distinguisher
to part SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC-H from SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC-RF with only
217 data. Furthermore, the distinguishing attack on SPMAC-H can be applied
to recover its secret key with same data complexity.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives backgrounds including no-
tations, a brief descriptions of the hash function H and SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC
Based on H. In Section 3, a distinguishing attack on SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC-H
is present, a key recovery attack on the SPMAC-H is suggested in Section 4, and
Section 6 is our conclusions.

2 Backgrounds

2.1 Notations

K/Ki : the (initial 512-bit key/ith round subkey) of the block cipher E
i ∈ [1, 32] : the round number of the block cipher E
j ∈ [0, 7] : the j block of a concatenation of eight blocks

M : M = M0|| . . . ||Mt−1 consisting of t-block 512-bit message blocks
Mx : the xth message, which have t 512-block messages
Mx

tj : the jth message expansion block of the tth 512-bit block of Mx

H(M) : the hash value of a message M
Hx

tj : the jth 32-bit block of the tth 256-bit chaining variable of the
: message Mx’s hash value

HMAC-H : HMAC based on the hash function H
k : 256-bit key of MACs based on the hash function H
T : the MAC value of a message M under the key k
Tj : the jth(0 ≤ j ≤ 7) 32-bit block of MAC value T
0z : a concatenation of z ‘0’
P x′

j : the jth(0 ≤ j ≤ 7) 32-bit block of 512-bit nor-zero string P x′



2.2 A Brief Description of the Hash Function H

We firstly introduce a new block cipher E used to construct a new dedicated
compression function h. Then describe the hash function H based on the com-
pression function h.

The Block Cipher E. The block cipher E is an 32-bit block iteration algorithm
possessing 32 same rounds, whose initial 512-bit key K provides previous 16-
round subkeys, and each subkey of the following 16 rounds can be computed from
the formula: Ki = (Ki−3⊕Ki−5⊕Ki−8⊕Ki−11⊕Ki−14⊕Ki−16)<<<1, (i > 15).

Give a 4-byte plaintext B = B00 ‖ B01 ‖ B02 ‖ B03, the ith round encrypting
iteration algorithm of the block cipher E is below:

1. XOR: byte Biz(0 ≤ z ≤ 3) XOR subkey byte Kiz:

Bi ⊕Ki = (Bi0 ⊕Ki0)‖(Bi1 ⊕Ki1)‖(Bi2 ⊕Ki2)‖(Bi3 ⊕Ki3)

2. SubBytes: like the SubBytes of AES, the output byte Ciz = f((Biz⊕Kiz)−1),
where f ∈ GF (28) is a reversible affine transformation.

3. RowColumns: a 4×4 MDS matrix multiplies the four bytes (Ci0, Ci1, Ci2, Ci3)T ,
and the output is Bi+1,0:




Bi+1,0

Bi+1,1

Bi+1,2

Bi+1,3


 = MDS4×4 ×




Ci0

Ci1

Ci2

Ci3


 = MDS4×4 ×




f((Bi0 ⊕Ki0)−1)
f((Bi1 ⊕Ki1)−1)
f((Bi2 ⊕Ki2)−1)
f((Bi3 ⊕Ki3)−1)




Bi+1 = Bi+1,0 ‖ Bi+1,1 ‖ Bi+1,2 ‖ Bi+1,3 is the ith round output, as well
as the (i + 1)th round input. Finally, after 32 rounds iteration operations,
output is ciphertext D = EK(B).

Construct A New Dedicated Compression Function h Using E. The
compression function h is a concatenation of eight block ciphers(See Fig.1),
whose input are eight 32-bit initial vector IVy = IVy0 ‖ . . . ‖ IVi7 and a 512-bit
message block My, and output is a 256-bit value Hy = h(My, IVy). Four 128-bit
message block My expands eight 512-bit message expansion block Myj by the
equations below:

My0 = My = Uy0 ‖ Uy1 ‖ Uy2 ‖ Uy3 (1)
My1 = Uy3 ‖ Uy0 ‖ Uy1 ‖ Uy2 (2)
My2 = Uy2 ‖ Uy3 ‖ Uy0 ‖ Uy1 (3)
My3 = Uy1 ‖ Uy2 ‖ Uy3 ‖ Uy0 (4)
My4 = Uy3 ‖ Uy2 ‖ Uy1 ‖ Uy0 (5)
My5 = Uy0 ‖ Uy3 ‖ Uy2 ‖ Uy1 (6)
My6 = Uy1 ‖ Uy0 ‖ Uy3 ‖ Uy2 (7)
My7 = Uy2 ‖ Uy1 ‖ Uy0 ‖ Uy3 (8)



E E E E E E E E

IVy0 IVy1 IVy2 IVy3 IVy4 IVy5 IVy6 IVy7

Hy0 Hy1 Hy2 Hy3 Hy4 Hy5 Hy6 Hy7

My0 My1 My2 My3 My4 My5 My6 My7- - - - - - - -
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Fig. 1. The Construction of the New Dedicated Compression Function h

Obviously, 256-bit output Hy is also a concatenation of eight 32-bit blocks,
i.e. Hy = Hy0 ‖ . . . ||Hy7 = EMy0(IVy0) ‖ . . . ‖ EMy7(IVy7).

Construct the Hash Function H Using h. Give a message M = M0 ‖ . . . ‖
Mt−1, then hash function H with the original MD construction is:

H0 = IV0;Hy = h(Hy−1,My−1), (0 ≤ y ≤ t);H(M) = g(Ht).

Hy−1 serves as the 256-bit chaining variable between stage y − 1 and stage
y, and H0 is a pre-defined initializing value (IV0). An optional output transfor-
mation g is used in a final step to map the 256-bit chaining variable to an m-bit
result g(Ht). Without loss of generality, g is the identity mapping g(Ht) = Ht,
and output H(M) = Ht is the hash value.

According to Fig.1 the hash value H(M) is also a concatenations of eight
32-bit blocks, that is say, H(M) = Ht0|| . . . ||Ht7.

2.3 Secret Prefix MAC, HMAC and NMAC Based on the Hash
Function H

A MAC algorithm is a hash function with a secret key k as one input. HMAC
and NMAC are two popular MAC algorithms which are all derived from efficient
hash functions.

Another three earlier MACs, based on hash, are constructed by the Secret
Prefix Method, Secret Suffix Method and Envelope Method. secret prefix MAC is
the keyed hash. We denote this kind of MAC based on the hash function H as
SPMAC-H, which is defined as

SPMAC −H = H(M) = H(M, k)

SPMAC-H is an algorithm A : {0, 1}256 × {0, 1}512t −→ {0, 1}256, which is
the basic design unit for HMAC/NMAC-H. Similarly, SPMAC-H can also be
split into eight completely independent 32-bit blocks.



Let (k1, k2) be an independent key pair, according to paper[1], NMAC algo-
rithm is defined as: NMAC(k1,k2) = Hk1(Hk2(M)). In fact, the outer function
acts on the output of the iterated hash function, which is basically the com-
pression function Hk1 acting on Hk2(M). Hk2(M)(maybe padded) is a full block
size, so HMAC-H need pad one ”1” following 255 ”0” to Hk2(M), and is defined
as:

NMAC −H = Hk1(Hk2(M)||10255)

If k1 = h(IV, k ⊕ opad) and k2 = h(IV,k ⊕ ipad), where k is obtained by
padding number 0 at the end of k to make the length |k| = b. Both ipad and
opad are b-bit constants, and get ipad and opad by repeating concatenating 0x5c
and 0x36, respectively. Thus HMAC −H algorithm can be written as:

HMAC −H = NMACk1,k2(M)−H = Hk1(Hk2(M)||10255).

For simplicity, we denote the HMAC −H by Hout(Hin(M)).

3 A Distinguishing Attack on HMAC/NMAC-H

We first present the block-collisions property of the hash function H, which is
the basis of our distinguishing attack.

3.1 The Block-collisions Property of the Hash Function H

Property: For 1 ≤ x ≤ 216.5, randomly choose a structure S1 = {Mx|Mx =
(Mx

0 ‖ . . . ‖ Mx
t−1)} composed of 216.5 different messages, and compute their

hash values Hx(Mx) = Hx
t = EMx

t−1
(Hx

t−1), which is eight 32-bit blocks com-
bined. If t is large enough to guarantee the chaining variable Hx

t−1 uniform, then
each of 32-bit block Hx

(t)j(0 ≤ j ≤ 7) has at least one collision pair (Hu
(t)j ,H

v
(t)j).

proof: Each of chaining variables Hx
1 ,Hx

2 , . . . , Hx
t−1 and hash values Hx

t is a
concatenations of eight 32-bit blocks, they can be obtained by eight coordinate
block ciphers E encryptions with the relevant eight message expansion blocks
Mx

(y−1)0, . . . , M
x
(y−1)7 as keys,respectively, i.e.

Hx
y = EMx

(y−1)0
(Hx

(y−1)0) ‖ . . . ‖ EMx
(y−1)7

(Hx
(y−1)7)(0 < y < t),

and each message expansion block is determined by Mx using Equ.(1)-(8), re-
spectively. Thus, inputs of each block cipher E, (Hx

(y−1)j ,M
x
(y−1)j)(0 ≤ j ≤ 7),

are independent each other.
It is recommended to choose t = 10 enable the chaining variable Hx

t−1 =
Hx

(t−1)0 ‖ . . . ‖ Hx
(t−1)7 uniform, which means that the eight input blocks of hash

values Hx
t are random. Block cipher E is a permutation with 32-bit output,

randomly 216.5 inputs result in at least one block-collision pair (Hu
(t)j ,H

v
(t)j) by

birthday attack[13].



3.2 An Adaptive Chosen Message Attack SPMAC-H

To describe the distinguishing attack on HMAC/NMAC-H, we start with a
distinguishing attack on SPMAC-H, which is an adaptive chosen message at-
tack. Our method relies on the block-collisions property in Section 3.1. The
core of our distinguishing attack is to detect eight output block-differences
(∆T0, . . . , ∆T7) = (T a

0 ⊕ T b
0 , . . . , T o

7 ⊕ T p
7 )(0 ≤ j ≤ 7), which are the block-

differences of MAC values of (Mu ‖ P x′ ,Mv ‖ P x′). According to the block-
collisions property, such message pair (Mu,Mv) exists, and can be detected by
padding 216.5 512-bit nor-zero string P x′ .

Construct a structure S1 = {Mx ‖ Mx = (Mx
0 ‖ . . . ‖ Mx

t−1)}. Assume that
the MAC algorithm is either a SPMAC-H or SPMAC with a random function
(SPMAC-RF), then the distinguisher works in the following manner:

1. Collect 217 randomly chosen messages, denoted Mx ∈ S, and append a 512-
bit nor-zero string P to each Mx. Query each of their MAC value T x. If
the MAC algorithm is SPMAC-H, T x obviously is a concatenation of eight
32-bit blocks, written as T x = T x

0 ‖ . . . ‖ T x
7 , or else T x is not.

2. Find pairs (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) such that at least one 32-bit output block
colliding Tu

j = T v
j (0 ≤ j ≤ 7).

3. For each searched pairs (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ), padding another 512-bit nor-
zero string P ′ 6= P to (Mu,Mv), ask for MACs values (Tu, T v) of (Mu ‖
P ′,Mv ‖ P ′), and save the messages pair (Mu,Mv) whose the same jth

block of MAC values does collided, that is, Tu
j 6= T v

j .
4. Randomly choose 216.5 P x′ 6= P , append P x′ to one pair (Mu,Mv) remained

in step 3. Inquire MAC values (Tu, T v) of (Mu ‖ P x′ ,Mv ‖ P x′), and check
whether there exists the block-collisions property:
(a) For ∀j ∈ [0, 7], if at least one MAC pair block collides, satisfying that

Tu
j = T v

j . Output is the SPMAC-H.
(b) Otherwise, it is SPMAC-RF.

Complexity. This attack requires about 217 chosen messages, at most 217 +
16 + 2× 216.5 ≈ 218.28 < 219 queries.
Success probability. From the above process, we observe that, when at least
a specific message pair (Mu,Mv), satisfying the block-collisions property con-
ditions, is found in step 3, our attack succeeds in the following cases. If the SP-
MAC is based on H, eight pairs (Mu ‖ P x′ ,Mv ‖ P x′) such that for ∀j ∈ [0, 7]
(Tu

j = T v
j ) is searched in step 4. Otherwise, if it is SPMAC-RF. The detailed

computation of the probability is as follows.
For a random messages pair (Mu,Mv), the output difference satisfies the

block-collisions property conditions with probability 2−32.
According to the birthday paradox and Taylor series expansion, no matter

what kind of oracle MAC is, among the 217 messages, we can find a message
pair (Mu,Mv) satisfying the block-collisions property conditions with

p ≈ 1− (1− 1
232

)C2
217 ≈ 1− e−2 ≈ 0.865.



For SPMAC-H, the block-collisions property, that is ∀j ∈ [0, 7] (Tu
j = T v

j ),
happens in step 4 with higher probability 2−16.5 instead of the average probabil-
ity 2−32. So, when the SPMAC is based on H, we can find the block-collisions
property among 2× 216.5 = 217.5 adaptive chosen messages in Step 4 with prob-
ability

p1 = 1− (1− 1
216.5

)2
17.5 ≈ 1− e−2 ≈ 0.865.

Otherwise, a collision occurs for SPMAC-RF with a low probability

p2 = 1− (1− 1
232

)2
17.5 ≈ 1− e−214.5 ≈ 0.

Hence, the success rate of this attack is

p× [
p1

2
+ (1− 1− p2

2
)] ≈ 0.865× (0.865× 1

2
+

1
2
) ≈ 0.807.

The success rate can be improved by repeating the attack several times.
Remark: Using our method in paper [14], we can easily obtain forgery attack

on the SPMAC-H with the same complexity and success rate.

3.3 An Adaptive Chosen Message Attack HMAC-H

The above attack cannot be applied to HMAC-H directly due to the fact that
the block-collisions property of Hin is concealed by the outer level hashing Hout.
However, we can discard all other block-collisions by some concrete detective
techniques, and save the block-collisions satisfying the block-collisions property.

Suppose that we get a 32-bit block-collision of HMAC-H which has the form
(Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ), denote the HMAC-H value of (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) as (Tu, T v),
and the jth(0 ≤ j ≤ 7) 32-bit block-collision as (Tu

j , T v
j ). For simplicity, denote

Hin(Mu) as TIu, and Hin(Mv) as TIv. Let ∆TIj = TIu
j ⊕ TIv

j be a 32-bit
block difference. The main of our attack is to distinguish the block-collisions
satisfying the block-collisions property from other block-collisions according to
the relation of Hin(Mu) and Hin(Mv):

– Internal block-collision: If ∆TIj = 0, (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) have an internal
block-collision.

– External block-collision: If ∆TIj 6= 0, (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) have an exter-
nal block-collision. Furthermore, when (TIu, P ) and (TIv, P ) satisfy the
block-collisions property condition, and (Mu,Mv) have the block-collisions
property. Otherwise, the block-collision is non block-collisions property.

The adversary performs as follows:

1. Generate 217 t-block messages Mx randomly, and append a fixed block mes-
sage P (taking padding into consideration) to each Mx. Query all the mes-
sages Mx ‖ P to get their MAC values T x.



2. Find all 32-bit block collided messages (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) satisfying Tu
j =

T v
j . Note that on average, there are 25 internal block-collisions, 26 external

block-collisions, and 4 of them satisfy the block-collisions property.
3. For all (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) collected in step 2 , we append one 512-block mes-

sage P ′ 6= P to Mu and Mv, query MACs (Tu, T v) of (Mu ‖ P ′,Mv ‖ P ′),
and check if the same jth 32-bit block still collide (Tu

j , T v
j ). This way, the

internal block-collisions can be detected. Later, we only need to distinguish
external collisions satisfying the block-collisions property from the other ex-
ternal block-collisions.

4. For the remaining (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ), append 216.5 random P x′ 6= P to
Mu and Mv, respectively, ask for the MAC values (Tu

j , T v
j ) of (Mu ‖ P x′ ,

Mv ‖ P x′), and check whether satisfies the block-collisions property:
(a) For ∀j ∈ [0, 7], at least one block-collision Tu′

j = T v′
j is found, we con-

clude that the original (Mu,Mv) satisfies the block-collisions property,
and output is HMAC-H.

(b) Otherwise, it is a HMAC-RF.

Complexity evaluation There are at most 234 pairs produced by 217 messages,
so the expected number of internal 32-bit block-collisions is 234−32×8 = 25. Sim-
ilarly, the expectation of external block-collisions is 25 +25 = 26 where 25 block-
collisions occur after Hin and other 25 block-collisions occur after Hout. For two
messages Mu and Mv, the output difference Hk2(M

u ‖ P )⊕Hk2(M
v ‖ P ) satis-

fies the block-collisions property condition with probability 2−32. Consequently,
there are 234−32 = 4 pairs satisfying the block-collisions property conditions.
In step 1, the data complexity is 217. We keep a table of 217 entries in step 2,
finding 25 + 26 ≈ 26.57 block-collisions needs about 217 table lookups. Step 3
needs about 2× (25 + 26) ≈ 27.57 MAC computations. In step 4 , both the data
and time complexity are about 26 × 216.5 = 222.5 < 223.

Therefore, the total time complexity is about 223 MAC computations and
217 table lookups, and data complexity is about 217 chosen messages.
Success rate: As analyzed in section 3.1, we divide the success rate into two
parts:

– If the MAC is HMAC-H, the attack succeeds when the block-collisions prop-
erty is found among 26.53 block-collisions in step 4.
The probability that there exists the block-collisions property conditions
among 26.57 block-collisions is:

1− (1− 1
232 + 232

)2
34 ≈ 1− e−2 ≈ 0.865.

The probability that the block-collisions property can be detected in step 4
is about

1− (1− 1
216.5

)2
17.5 ≈ 1− e−2 ≈ 0.865.

Thus, if the MAC is HMAC-H, the attack can the block-collisions property
with probability 0.865× 0.865 = 0.748.



– If the MAC is HMAC-RF, the attack succeeds when no block-collisions prop-
erty is detected. The success probability is about

((1− 1
232

)2
17.5

)2
6

= ((1− 1
232

)2
32

)2
−8.5 ≈ 0.997.

Therefore, the success rate of the whole attack is about

1
2
× 0.748 +

1
2
× 0.997 = 0.873.

3.4 Chosen Message Attack on HMAC-H

Here, we relax the adaptive chosen message attack to a chosen message attack.
The data complexity will increase up to 233. The chosen message distinguishing
attack on HMAC-H is described as follows:

1. Select a set of 216.5 t-block messages Mx at random. Append one block
message P to all the Mx, and form a structure of 216.5 messages Mx ‖ P .
Choose 216.5 different one block messages P to produce 216.5 structures.
Make 233 MAC queries for all of the structures.

2. For each structure, fulfill the birthday attack[13] to find all (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖
P ) which have 32-bit block-collisions Tu

j = T v
j (0 ≤ j ≤ 7).

3. For each (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) found in step 2, we determine the type of the
32-bit block-collision.
(a) Check whether all the pairs (Mu ‖ P x′ ,Mv ‖ P x′) in other structures

have 32-bit block-collisions in the same position. If they have, then (Mu ‖
P, Mv ‖ P ) has a 32-bit internal block-collision. We discard these pairs.

(b) For ∀j ∈ [0, 7], Check whether all the pairs (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) in
other structures have at least one block-collision (Tu

j , T v
j ) of (Mu ‖

P x′ ,Mv ‖ P x′). If so, we conclude that (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) satisfy the
block-collisions property conditions, and these eight block-collisions the
block-collisions property

4. -If we can find one pair (Mu ‖ P, Mv ‖ P ) satisfy the block-collisions prop-
erty conditions, we conclude that the MAC is HMAC-H.
-or else, it is HMAC-RF.

Complexity and Success rate. It is clear that the attack needs about 216.5×
216.5 = 233 chosen messages. For each structure, the expectation is 8 internal 32-
bit block-collisions and 16 external 32-bit block-collisions. So the total number
of block-collisions in all 216.5 structures is about 24 × 216.5 ≤ 222. For each
block-collision, 216.5 table lookups are needed. Therefore the time complexity is
less than 222 × 216.5 ≈ 239 table lookups, and the table size is 233 entries. The
computation of success rate is the same as in subsection 3.3.
Application to NMAC-H: NMAC-H is a generalized version of HMAC-H as
introduced in subsection 2.3. Since the above attack on HMAC-H has no relation
with the secret key, hence it can be applied to NMAC-H directly.
Remark: Using our method in paper [14], we can easily obtain forgery attack
on the HMAC/NMAC-H with the same complexity and success rate.



4 A Key Recovery Attack on the SPMAC-H

It should be noted that our distinguishing attack on HMAC/NMAC-H can not
be extended to recover the inner key k2, we can not derive k2 by the backward
decrypting computations because of lack of the value Hk2(M). But using the
distinguishing attack in Section 3.2, we can also easily present a key recovery
attack on the SPMAC-H.

Once we confirm the SPMAC-H in Step 4, we can recovery its key by (t+1)×8
times decrypting algorithms. This process can be divided into two phases.

– Phase 1: Find all pairs (Mu,Mv) satisfying the block-collisions property,
i.e., ∀j ∈ [0, 7], at least one block-collision (Tu

j , T v
j ) exist.

Note that by the techniques described in Section 3.2, it’s easy to find a
pair (Mu,Mv) which appends some P x′ can acquire eight block-collision
pairs (T a

0 , T b
0 ), (T c

1 , T d
1 ),. . ., (T o

7 , T p
7 ) with 217 chosen messages and 219 MAC

queries.
– Phase 2: Let k = k1|| . . . ||k7 be the secret key of SPMAC-H. For ∀j ∈ [0, 7],

decrypt one 32-bit block T x
j , found in Phase 1, using P x′

j as the key , to
obtain the chaining variable Hx

(t−1)j . In turn, decrypting Hx
(t)j , . . . ,H

x
(1)j by

corresponding keys Mu
(t−1)j , . . . , M

u
(0)j , to retrieve each of the 32-bit secret

key kj = E−1
Mu

(0)j
(Hx

(1)j). Then, verify the secret key k by questioning the
MAC value of corresponding another one. We recover the secret key k as
follows:
1. Decrypt the block cipher E−1

P a′
0

(T a
0 ), and obtain the corresponding chain-

ing variable Ha
(t)0. In turn, we can get other chaining variable values,

Ha
(t−1)0, . . . ,H

a
(1)0 by t times decrypting algorithms, and recover the first

32-bit block-key k0 in the end, which is as follows:

k0 = E−1
Mu

(0)0
(Ha

(1)0) = E−1
Mu

(0)0
(E−1

Mu
(1)0

(. . . (E−1

P a′
0

(T a
0 )) . . .)).

2. Similarly, we can retrieve other seven 32-bit keys k1,. . .,k7 by decrypt-
ing the block cipher E−1

P c′
1

(T c
1 ), E−1

P e′
2

(T e
2 ), E−1

P g′
3

(T g
3 ), E−1

P i′
4

(T i
5), E−1

P k′
5

(T k
5 ),

E−1

P m′
6

(Tm
6 ), and E−1

P o′
7

(T o
7 ),respectively.

3. Ask each MAC value of Mv ‖ P a′ ,Mv ‖ P c′ , Mv ‖ P e′ , Mv ‖ P g′ ,
Mv ‖ P i′ , Mv ‖ P k′ , Mv ‖ Pm′

and Mv ‖ P o′ , under the obtained k.
Test whether eight block-collisions occur simultaneity:

• If eight block-collisions (T a
0 , T b

0 ), (T c
1 , T d

1 ),. . ., (T o
7 , T p

7 ) still occur,
which means that the obtained secret key k is right.

• Otherwise, go Phase 1 to choose another pair (Mu′ ,Mv′) satisfying
the block-collisions property.

In all, recovery secret key k requires 217 chosen messages, 219 MAC queries,
and (t + 1)× 8 times decrypting algorithms.



5 Conclusions

In this paper, we utilize new techniques to construct distinguishing attacks on
SPMAC/HMAC/NMAC-H, which separate the output of the HMAC/NMAC
into j block, and adopt segmenting techniques to detect j block-collisions, named
the block-collisions property in this paper, with specific differential paths or not.
The complexities of distinguishing attack on SPMAC-H are 217 chosen messages
and 219 queries with 0.807 success probability. We give two Distinguishing at-
tacks on HMAC/NMAC-H, one needs 217 chosen messages and 223 MAC com-
putations under adaptive chosen message attack with a success rate of 0.873,
another requires 217 chosen messages and 239 MAC computations with the same
success rate. Furthermore, the distinguishing attack on SPHMAC-H can be ap-
plied to recover its secret key k. Besides 217 chosen messages and 219 queries
in Section 3.2, the key recovery attack additional demands (t + 1) × 8 times
decrypting algorithms.
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